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The business world is receiving a lot of offers on Business VoIP which is the latest business
technology that could impact the business with loads of benefits. VoIP technology today is a very
powerful approach to enhance the business with more savings.

VoIP is becoming the standard technology in the business environment today which offers
telephony services over the worldwide web than through traditional phone lines. Hence, there are
VOIP phones which use VoIP technology to give the best of call quality.

Technology

In a call using VoIP technology, the VoIP telephone has incorporated the necessary software
component that can translate the speech into condensed sound packets which are carried across a
broadband connection with a restoration of the packets at the other end using another software
application. Hence, there is a quality factor of a VoIP call. It could depend on the quality of the
broadband connection, telephony equipment used for condensing and restoring speech and the
telephony providerâ€™s services in managing the userâ€™s connections and equipment.

VoIP technology is great for assisting small businesses in becoming more competitive with a lower
phone bill and more business opportunities. They can compete against the bigger players in the
industry with the proper VoIP telephones installed. This new business approach takes the hassle
out of difficult decisions on telecommunication components and systems to impact businesses and
bottom lines.

Telephone choices

VoIP phones would enhance the business calls with the right telephone numbers. The maximum
inbound calls can be determined to ensure no missed calls for the business. It would offer the
optimal calls which can be handled and serviced by the customer service. Research confirmed that
63% inbound callers do not call again. Hence, the right VoIP telephony system is necessary.

There are many types of efficient and effective VoIP phones in the market which offer great
services. The Polycom Soundpoint IP comes in various models that can handle phone traffic of any
volume. Some outstanding features include excellent HD voice quality, displays of grey scale pixel
and a full-duplex speakerphone. This VoIP telephone brand offers a wide range of advanced and
dedicated telephony features.

The CISCO SPA is another VoIP phone brand for those who like a feature-rich handset that comes
with high quality voice capabilities, full-duplex speakerphone and monochrome or full color pixel
display.

The Aastra VoIP phone range is more cost effective with similar telephony features. This brand is
effective for a superb telecommunications link with a single button access to its telephony features.
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Robert Pattison - About Author:
Welcome to the world of Inclarity a Hosted Telephony - experience a Voice Over IP at its best with
our world class carrier network, seamless network integration for mobile phones.
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